
LIT OPERATE  

Deliver better transit 
services, more efficiently 

Public transport. Reimagined.

BETTER OPERATIONAL CONTROL

The back-office operation control system gives a 
comprehensive real-time view of activity across the entire 
network with live performance stats for key service indicators

LIT Operate is a comprehensive and intuitive transit management system that facilitates service 
excellence. It provides real-time visibility and control over every aspect of your operations, and gives 
you significantly improved situation awareness, command, control and decision making capabilities.

Increase passenger satisfaction 
and gain operational control

BOOST PASSENGER SATISFACTION

Digitize and automate your workflows so you can easily 
respond to demand and incidents, with tools to quickly 
make proactive or in-the-moment service adjustments

IMPROVE SERVICE EXCELLENCE

Advanced information and analytics capabilities give you a 
detailed view of your performance so you can make improve-
ments that will optimize operations and enhance services

FULLY INTEROPERABLE

Integration ready, the platform works with a wide range of 
onboard systems using our advanced onboard unit (or your 
existing units), as well as any back-office systems

More than 45 cities worldwide benefit from LIT solutions. Find out how we can help you to transform 
public transport in your city and arrange a demo. Speak to an expert.



  Driver Display Unit

  Telematics - CAN bus

  Automatic Passenger Counting

  Emergency alarm

  Driver Behavior & Monitoring
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Complete fleet management  
AVL/CAD solution

   Operational performance 
dashboards

  Route performance

  Geo-performance monitoring

  Data replay terminal

  Route logical performance 

  Vehicle performance

  Performance analysis

  Driver behavior events

   Customizable reporting 
tools

  Communication 

  ETA accuracy reporting

  Headway analysis

  Excess waiting time analysis

  Sensor events

Master data  
CAD / AVL system

Prediction and 
dissemenation system

Multi-channel passenger 
information system

Analytics

Mobile & Web apps Bus stop On-board

  Voice communication (VOIP)

  Passenger Information Display

  Audio announcement

  Collision Avoidance System
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Provide a significantly better 
service while optimizing resources

  APIs with documented SDKs

  Integrate any data source

  Regular upgrades  

  On-line platform 

  Available anytime, anywhere 

  Proven high SLA standards

  Easy to implement 

  On-premise available 

  Cost effective and scalable

More than 45 cities worldwide benefit from LIT solutions. Find out how we can help you to transform 
public transport in your city and arrange a demo. Speak to an expert.


